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ABSTRACT
The scattering of two excitations (both of the simplest kind) in
the magnetic model related to the Zn-Baxter model is naturally
described for n!1 in terms of the Macdonald polynomials for
root system A1. These polynomials play the role of zonal spher-
ical functions for a two parameter family of quantum symmetric
spaces. These spaces \interpolate" between various p-adic and
real symmetric spaces.
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Work [1]-[5] on the theory of spherical functions, on scattering phenomena
and on strings has recently converged on the idea that there may exist a two-
parameter family of \quantum" symmetric spaces that \interpolate" between
real and p-adic symmetric spaces. In this paper we wish to establish this \p-
adics-quantum-group-connection". Our procedure for doing this is rooted in
the Physics of certain integrable models, the Zn-Baxter models of statistical
mechanics and their eld theoretic counterparts. We shall therefore be able
to shed new light on this Physics. In particular the problem of nding the
S-matrix for the scattering of two (simplest) excitations in such models will
be reformulated as that of nding the zonal spherical functions of a certain
(elliptic) quantum symmetric space.
To x ideas, let us start with some concrete and simple examples. Con-
sider a point particle, moving on the 2-sphere S2 = SU(2)=SO(2). Its wave
function is an eigenfunction of the laplacian on the compact real symmet-
ric space S2. If we restrict ourselves to states invariant under SO(2) rota-
tions, say around the z-axis, then the eigenfunctions will be the zonal spher-
ical functions (zsf’s) on S2, the familiar Legendre polynomials Pn(cos ) in
the continuous \coordinate" cos . The corresponding energy eigenvalues
En = n(n + 1) dene a discrete spectrum, since S
2 is compact, SU(2) being
a compact real form of SL(2). Were we, on the other hand, to start from
a non-compact and not real \cognate" of the sphere, the p-adic hyperbolic
plane Hp = SL(2;Qp)=SL(2;Zp) (Qp = eld of p-adic numbers, Zp = ring
of p-adic integers), then the wave functions of a point particle would be [6]
the zsf’s of Hp, the Mautner-Cartier [7], [8] polynomials k(n). Here n is the
quantized distance on Hp, and k is related to the eigenvalue of the laplacian
on Hp, whose spectrum is continuous, SL(2;Qp) being non-compact. As a
\compensation" the coordinate n is now quantized, the p-adic hyperbolic
plane being a discrete space [9], a Cayley-Bethe-Bruhat-Tits-tree with p + 1
edges incident at each vertex. In switching from S2 to Hp two things have
changed: the nature of the eld from which the entries of the 2  2 matrix
are picked has changed from R to Qp and the compactness has been lost.
Otherwise the problem remained the same: nd the zonal spherical functions
of the (real) 2-sphere in one case, and of the p-adic hyperbolic planes in the
other cases. One may wonder whether a more general structure could lie
\above" all these problems, which when specialized −− say, by xing some
parameters −− can be brought to reduce to each and every one of these
symmetric spaces: the real sphere and the p-adic hyperbolic planes. As we
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already noted, earlier work [1]-[5] has conjectured (based on ample partial
evidence) that the \agency" which interpolates between all these symmetric
spaces is a quantum symmetric space with two deformation parameters. We
then expect that as we vary the two deformation parameters of the conjec-
tured quantum symmetric space, we shall, in particular, \land" on each and
every one of the ordinary symmetric spaces S2; Hp. In string theory any of
these quantum symmetric spaces can be thought of as a candidate string
world-sheet [3]. Mathematically, all this is one special case of a generic situ-
ation that occurs for any \admissible pair" of root systems [1], [2].
We shall settle this conjecture in the armative. We shall show that the
quantum symmetric spaces constructed from the elliptic quantum algebra of
Sklyanin [10], [11] and its generalizations [12]-[14] have the \interpolating"
property called for in the conjecture. The elliptic quantum algebras thus
provide a conceptual understanding of the extensive evidence on the basis of
which this \p-adics-quantum group connection" was conjectured [5]-[9].
In this paper we shall only sketch proofs, emphasizing however conceptual
matters. The full details are to be found in an expanded version of this paper
[15].
Let us start from the Mautner-Cartier polynomials [7], [8]. If E is the
eigenvalue of the Laplacian on the Hp- tree, it is convenient to introduce a
momentum-like variable k, by
E = p1=2(pik=2 + p−ik=2)− p− 1 (1:a)
















1− p−s : (1:c)
These k(n) are polynomials in the variable
1
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(pik=2 + p−ik=2), hence their
name. Recall further that the discrete variable n is the radial coordinate on
the tree. What matters for us, is that in Eq. (1b) we clearly recognize an out-
going wave and an incoming wave, so that their (n-independent) coecients
cp(+ik) and cp(−ik) are [1] the Jost functions of the \scattering" problem
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This Jost function cp(ik) −− or Harish-Chandra c-function [16] as it is known
in the theory of symmetric spaces −− thus plays a double ro^le. On the one
hand it determines the scattering matrix, on the other hand it calls for the
Mautner-Cartier polynomials and thus identies the symmetric space Hp. It
is this double ro^le of the Harish-Chandra c-function that we shall exploit to
nd the two-parameter family of quantum symmetric spaces that interpolate
between the real two-sphere and the p-adic hyperbolic planes.
We shall not deal directly with the quantum or classical symmetric spaces
themselves, but only with their zonal spherical functions (zsf’s). A two-
-parameter family of orthogonal polynomials which interpolate between the
Mautner-Cartier polynomials (the zsf’s of Hp) and the Legendre polynomi-
als (the zsf’s of S2) has been known for a long time. It is the family of
Rogers-Askey-Ismail (RAI) polynomials [17], [18], or equivalently the family
of Macdonald polynomials [1], [2] for root system A1. From the asymptotics
of these RAI polynomials one can extract [1], [2], [15] a Harish-Chandra-like
c-function c(iu; tjq) and it is this function we shall nd in the ro^le of Jost
function for the scattering of two excitations in a physical system with an
underlying elliptic Sklyanin algebra.
The system we have in mind is the Zn-Baxter model Bn [19], [20] and
the related generalized magnetic model Mn [21] (B2 is the original Baxter 8-
vertex model, M2 the XYZ model, we shall also be interested in the n!1
limit). The quantum algebra which allows a solution of the Yang-Baxter
equations of these models, thus leading to the existence of innitely many
commuting operators and therefore to the integrability of the Zn-Baxter
models, has been studied by Sklyanin [10], [11], Cherednik [12], [13] and by
Odeskii and Feigin [14]. For the Bn orMn model this algebra is Qn2;n−1 (E ; γ)
in the notation of [14], we shall simply call it Qn. It’s data are the integer n,
an elliptic curve E and a point γ on E . In particular Q2  Q4;1(E ; γ) is the
original elliptic Sklyanin algebra of B2 or M2. The appearance of an elliptic
curve is hardly surprising in view of the Baxter-Belavin parametrization [19],
[20] of the n2 n2 R-matrix of Bn in terms of Jacobi theta functions. Fortu-
nately, we do not need the full details of this parametrization. The essential
thing for us is that the Bn statistical weights depend on three independent
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parameters: the spectral parameter z, the anisotropy parameter γ and the
modular parameter  . As is customary, we treat z as a variable and γ;  as
parameters. In fact it is convenient to treat n as a parameter on equal foot-
ing with γ and  . As mentioned above, along with Bn we also nd it useful
to think in terms of the corresponding (1 + 1)-dimensional eld theoretical
models Mn. The hamiltonian of Mn is obtained from the transfer matrix
T (z) of Bn through logarithmic dierentiation at a special point. We shall
be interested in the antiferromagnetic regime with nite gap, so that the
ground state is constructed by lling the false (ferromagnetic) vacuum with
quasiparticles. The partition function of the Bn model in the thermodynamic
limit (the Perron-Frobenius dominant eigenvalue of the transfer matrix) was
obtained by Richey and Tracy [22].
A remarkable fact [23] in quantum integrable models is that the parti-
tion function, as a function of the spectral variable z, coincides up to some
simple factors and/or redenitions of parameters with a two-particle dressed
S-matrix, the spectral parameter acquiring the interpretation of relative ra-
pidity of the scattering particles. We have to be more specic, there being
n− 1 types of dressed excitations in Mn. We therefore briefly recall the pic-
ture of these excitations in the context of the nested Bethe ansatz (BA). The
ground state, as was already mentioned is found by lling the false vacuum
with n−1 types of quasiparticles, each type at its own \level". The momenta
are distributed continuously in segments [−; +] at each level. Excitations
are viewed as \holes" in these distributions. The type of physical excitation
is determined by the level at which the hole was created. In terms of the
system of interacting particles on the lattice associated to the Mn model
in the usual way, the rst level corresponds to charge excitations, while the
others to \isotopic" excitations. The levels are naturally ordered according
to the sequence of the nested BA. From the Bn partition function of [19],
[22], we extract the (scalar) S-matrix S
(n)























Notice the remarkable symmetry of F (z; γ; n; −i
γ
) in its last two argu-
ments
F (z; γ; n;
−i
γ
) = F (z; γ;
−i
γ
; n) : (4)
Below we shall get to make good use of the symmetry property (4). Guided




u = − iz

(5)
(our q is the usual one, i.e. the square of the one in [22]). Then we can write
e−iF in the form
exp
[






(−iu; l; njq) (6:a)
with
(iu; l; njq) =
1∏
k=0
Γq(iu + nl(k + 1))
Γq(iu + nlk + l)
Γq(iu + nlk + 1)
Γq(iu + nlk + (n− 1)l + 1) ; (6:b)




(1− q)1−x ; (a; q)1 =
1∏
r=0
(1− aqr) : (7)
Now let n go to innity. Using the denitions (7) and keeping in mind that
as x!1 for q < 1, we have (qx; q)1 ! 1, it is then readily seen that





is the q-analogue of iu and




Combining Eqs. (8), (6a), (3a) we nd
S
(n)
1 jn=1 = −
c(iu; ljq)
c(−iu; ljq) (9)
and we see the function c(iu; ljq) emerging as the Jost function for the scat-
tering of rst level dressed excitations of the M1 model. Aside from the
relative rapidity u, this function c(iu; ljq) depends on two parameters: l and
q. This eminently qualies it as a candidate Harish-Chandra c-function for
the two parameter quantum symmetric space, which we are searching for.
Were this to be indeed the case, we ought to nd pairs of values for the
parameters l and q for which the function c(iu; ljq) of Eq. (8c) reduces to the
p-adic c-functions cp, Eq. (1c) which we extracted from the Mautner-Cartier
polynomials. This is indeed the case. If we introduce Macdonald’s parameter
t = ql ; (10)
then for q and l both going to zero in such a way
t = ql ! 1=p; q ! 0; l ! 0 ; (11)
we nd that c(iu; ljq) of Eq. (8c) does reduce to cp of Eq. (1c). Note that for
q ! 1 ; l = 1=2 ; t = ql ! 1 ; (12)
c(iu; ljq) becomes the Harish-Chandra c-function of the real hyperbolic plane
[16] H1 = SL(2;R)=SO(2), the noncompact partner of the 2-sphere. As
we were, so far, expecting the 2-sphere to turn up in this limit, one may
wonder how a Jost function (connected with a scattering process) could have
been obtained, how this switch to the noncompact partner could have oc-
curred. We shall answer this question below, but rst let us conclude the
argument. If all this works, there must exist a family of orthogonal polyno-
mials Pn(x; tjq) (here it is convenient to use t in lieu of l, (see Eq. (10))) which
provide the corresponding zonal spherical functions, from which the function
c(iu; ljq) can be extracted as Harish-Chandra c-function the same way the
cp’s were extracted from the Mautner-Cartier polynomials. But such a fam-
ily of orthogonal polynomials, as was already mentioned, is provided by the
Macdonald polynomials corresponding to root system A1 [1],[2]. This family
essentially coincides with the famous Roger-Askey-Ismail (RAI) family [17],
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[18] of orthogonal polynomials. Their asymptotics yield [15] the function
c(iu; ljq) as Harish-Chandra c-function. As a check, these RAI polynomi-
als reduce (up to some trivial normalization factors) to the Mautner-Cartier
polynomials in the limit (11), and to the Legendre polynomials of the com-
pact 2-sphere in the limit (12).
At this point we can also account for the compact-to-non-compact switch
which occurred when the l = 1=2 q ! 1 limit was taken at the level of the
c-function. The point is, that when normalized like spherical functions, the
RAI polynomials are symmetric under the exchange
n$ −(2i + l) ; (13c)
where n is the order of the polynomial, l is one of the deformation parameters
introduced earlier (Eq. (10)), and  is related to the variable cos  of the RAI
polynomials and to the other deformation parameter q by
 = = log q (13b)
For l = 1=2, the case in question, the exchange (13) corresponds precisely to
the switch from the real 2-sphere to the real hyperbolic plane.
In short then, from the scattering of certain excitations in a problem
endowed with an elliptic quantum algebra Qn; n ! 1, we have extracted a
Jost function which then turned out to be the Macdonald-Harish-Chandra
c-function corresponding to the Macdonald polynomials for root system A1,
the RAI polynomials. We have thus established a connection between the
Qn algebras (n!1) on one hand and these Macdonald polynomials on the
other hand. This is our main result.
As was mentioned above, the data for the Qn algebra are an elliptic curve
E = C=Z + ZE , characterized by the modular parameter E , or equivalently
qE = exp(i2E), and a point γ on E . The data for the set of A1-Macdonald-
-RAI polynomials are the two parameters t and q. The connection between
the elliptic and Macdonald parameters is then
q = qE
ql = t = e−2γ
(14)
the second equation following directly from Eqs. (5) and (10). One may ask
why we had to take the n ! 1 limit. On the face of it, all we should have
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had to deal with should have been the elliptic algebra Q2 and the models
which it underlies B2 andM2. Going to Qn;Bn;Mn and then letting n!1
is like searching for SU(2) inside SU(1). For ordinary Lie groups this would
be a detour, for elliptic quantum algebras this may be needed on account of
the complicated coproduct situation [14]. But once in Q1, how is it we
only found the Macdonald polynomials for root system A1 and not those for
higher An root systems? The point is we only looked at the scattering of two
rst level excitations.
Whether or not the n ! 1 limit is taken, it would be nice to have a
derivation of the Macdonald-Harish-Chandra c-function of Eq. (8c) directly
from symmetric spaces constructed from Qn quantum groups, along the stan-
dard lines of Harish-Chandra theory (see e.g. [16]) and without any reference
to the physics of the Zn-Baxter models. Conversely it would be of interest
to nd the geometric object for which the innite product (iu; l; njq) of
Eq. (6b) is the c-function. To steer all this into more familiar territory, no-
tice that in the limit q ! 1 the q-gamma functions in the innite product
reduce to ordinary gamma functions and the full innite product (6a) be-
comes essentially that which appears [25] in the soliton-soliton scattering
S-matrix in the sine-Gordon model, provided one sets n = 2 and relates our








Thus the problem of understanding the \geometric" interpretation of the
innite products has as an important special case soliton-soliton scattering
in the sine-Gordon model. Conversely, we can regard the S-matrix given
by Eqs. (3a), (5), (6) (7) as a \q-deformation" Γ ! Γq of the sine-Gordon
soliton scattering matrix of [26]. The Sklyanin algebra (n = 2) looks like the
further deformation of quantum SL(2) by a new parameter.
With the just-established connection between Bn or Mn systems and
Macdonald polynomials it becomes interesting to see what happens physics-
-wise in the regime in which the polynomials, \go" p-adic. For the n ! 1
situation of Eq. (9) this corresponds to












ei2z − p ; (17)
which coincides with the bare S-matrix in the XXZ model with the same
value of γ. Could this result also be obtained from a model on a Bethe
lattice with p + 1 edges incident at each vertex?
A direct study of M1 models using the powerful quantum inverse scat-
tering method or the Bethe ansatz is highly desirable.
The other interesting case is
t = q1=2 ; (18a)
so that
l = 1=2 : (18b)
This corresponds to the familiar one-parameter quantum group SU(2)q. In
the limit q ! 1 it then yields the ordinary Lie group SU(2). For the SU(2)q
case we have the direct treatment by one of us [9]. An immediate comparison
with the results of [9] is not possible, since there n = 2, whereas for us
n!1 ; l−1 = −i
γ
= 2 (19)
It is clear from Eq. (3a) that for large n, the S-matrix depends only on the
function F (z; γ; n; i
γ
). But, as we saw in Eq. (4) this function is symmetric
under the interchange of its last two arguments. Therefore instead of the













so that, yet again
t = ql = e−2γ : (22)
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As in [12], we nd the XXZ model in this case. This is also in line with the
connection between the XXZ-model and SU(2)q displayed in [26].
We can also view the p-adic and SU(2)q cases directly on the B2 or 8-
-vertex model or on the related XYZ model by using the more involved
formula for S
(n)
1 or for the partition function for B2. In terms of Baxter’s
parameters [17] the p-adic case corresponds to the 6-vertex model in the
principal antiferroelectric regime with




In terms of the XXZ chain this corresponds to the antiferromagnetic XXZ
chain (Γ = 1) with asymmetry  given by (21) (remember Jx : Jy : Jz = 1 :
Γ : ).
Similarly the case t = q1=2 of the ordinary one-parameter quantum group
SU(2)q corresponds to





where k is the modulus of the elliptic Jacobi functions of nome q. This is
the XZ model. If we now let t = q1=2 ! 1, corresponding to the ordinary
SU(2) Lie group, then the comodulus k0 ! 0, so that the modulus k ! 1
and ! −1.
A large class of elliptic quantum algebras has already been brought into
play in the context of the Zn-Baxter models and the simplest Macdonald
polynomials. The question then naturally arises as to a full classication of
elliptic quantum symmetric spaces, in correspondence with admissible pairs
of root systems. Moreover the parameters q; t of Macdonald translate on the
\Sklyanin side" into an elliptic curve and a point on it. Could one make the
connection with elliptic curves explicit directly on the \Macdonald side"?
For generic t and q, the orthogonal RAI polynomials obey of course,
a three term recursion relation. In the p-adic regime (q = 0; t = 1=p) this
recursion relation becomes precisely the condition that the zsf’s be eigenfunc-
tions of the laplacian. On the Cayley-Bethe-Bruhat-Tits tree, corresponding
to this case, the laplacian has a simple interpretation as a dierence opera-
tor obeying the mean value theorem. It is then natural to expect that for
generic t and q, the recursion relation (3.6) also corresponds to the require-
ment that the RAI polynomials be eigenfunctions of the laplacian on some
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\non-arboreal" discrete space, which reduces to a tree in the p-adic regime.
It would be nice to nd a simple geometric description of this generic dis-
crete space which in the p-adic case becomes a tree whereas for t = q1=2 ! 1
becomes a sphere of (real) dimension 2. In short then, it would be interesting
to have a direct geometric picture of the quantum symmetric space, not only
of its zonal spherical functions.
In this paper we have dealt only with two-body scattering. For N -
body scattering one can construct a factorized S-matrix, the corresponding
factorization formulae being quantum analogues of the familiar Gindikin-
-Karpelevic formulae [16]. Although Gindikin-Karpelevic factorization for-
mulae for higher rank quantum symmetric spaces have not (to our knowl-
edge) been proved to date, our results indicate { not surprisingly { that such
formulae ought to exist.
In addition to the connection, discussed here, between real and p-adic quantum-
-symmetric spaces, there exists a further known connection via adelic con-
structs [27]-[29]. This raises the possibility of combining these two types of
real-to-p-adic connection. This has led us to the study of q-deformed (or
more accurately l-deformed) Euler products. At the root of such ideas lies
the observation that in a well dened sense, the q-exponential eq(−x1=l) plays
the role of a \quantum gaussian" which interpolates between the familiar real
gaussian (exp(−x2)) and the p-adic \gaussian" i.e. the characteristic func-
tion of the set Zp of p-adic integers. We obviously use the term gaussian with
the meaning of Fourier self-similar function. Here we shall not go further into
these topics, but refer the reader to the expanded version of this paper [15].
We still wish to draw attention to the fact that our work bears on string
theory. We have constructed two-parameter deformations of string theory
which \interpolate" between p-adic and ordinary Veneziano strings, and when
a relation of the type t = q1=2 is imposed between the two parameters they
yield \q-strings". This will be detailed elsewhere.
We wish to thank S. Bloch, L. Chekhov, L. Mezincescu, A. D. Mironov
and M. Olshanetsky.
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